Ixx	INTRODUCTION
two early rupees of Akbar were struck there.   The coin in this
Collection is the only piece in copper published from this mint, The mint-name is situated on it in such a way that it might be read as the latter part of the word Hisar, but I think Mr. Rodgers5' attribution to Chunar is correct, because all the Hisar fulus which resemble the piece under discussion, are of the ilaM type.
CHAMPANIR Lat. 22° 31'       Long. 73° 36'
a       s.      c.
Humayun	—	33
Champanlr, a hill-fort in Kathiawar, is supposed to have derived its name from Champa, its, Hindu founder, in the eighth century of the Christian era. It capitulated to Mahmud I of Gujarat in a.h. 889 after a protracted siege. Coins of the Gujarat saManat struck at Shahr~i~Mukarram Muhammadabad alias Champamr, are known in silver only, from a, H. 895 to 904. Humayun captured the place in a.h. 942, and struck coin there in silver and copper, both very rare, of this date only. The silver coins are dvrhams of the usual type. Only one of the three specimens in this Collection shows the mint name; I do not know of any others. The copper coins of Champanir exhibit the mint-name with its old honorific title of Shahr-i-Mukarram. A few specimens are known of the type of Coin No. 90. The copper piece, B. M. Cat, No. 1232, has been wrongly described, and is really of this type. Coin No. 92 is unique, but is unfortunately in too bad a condition to figure in the Plate. After the year a.h. 942, Champanlr disappears from the list of Mughal mints.
CHHACHRAULI   <Jj/&ft.
Lat. 30° 15'       Long. 77° 25'
G.	S.	C.
Shah'llarn II	—	—	1
Chhachrauli is now the capital of the Kalsia State in the Ambala District of the Panjah, It is only represented on copper coins of Shah 'Alam II of dates a,h. 1215 and 1216. The present specimen was in the Rodgers Collection, and is somewhat different from that in
the Indian Museum—I. M. Oat.9 No. 2490. It is dated a.h. 1216, and boai$ a sword' as mint-mark. Mr. Rodgers read the mint-name as Kachrowlie sm,

